Mass customisation involves three fundamental capabilities: Robust Process Design, Choice Navigation and Solution Space Development. A Survey has indicated that a number of companies have ceased mass customizing less than one year after lnitiating the effort. One reason for this is poor knowledge about the mass customisation progress and guidance of continuous improvement. This paper will conceptualize a framework for measurement and assessment of a company's mass customisation performance, utilizing metrics within the three fundamental capabilities. By assessing performance companies can identify within which areas improvement would increase competitiveness the most and ultimately enabling more efficient transition to mass customisation. 
-':'-ason why shifting to mass customisation is so difficult is that it . "-^damentally different from mass production. ln product := ::cment, families of products must be developed instead of ": , :,al products. ln the sales process, vast amounts of " : -:i on must be exchanged between customer and company to : -';-:e the right product and allow the company to manufacture it.
' -e-:facturing, products are manufactured in batches of one as ;::s:C to mass production where batches are hundreds or " : -s a ^Cs of identical products. This basically renders a mass : : -::'on system useless in relation to mass customisation -; --':oturing. ln relation to logistics, a specific product must be -: :.: 'rom the manufacturing facility to the end customer, whereas ' -:ss production a number of products are shipped from the -: --'a:turer to a warehouse to a retailer where it is sold to the end : :., ; .lated which metrics can support the assessment.
--:=ection E the customer will start to configure a product, but *, ;" -gach a final configuration which is purchased, although the r -:,: -space supports the requirements. This is difficult to ,, "-,:-sh from the case where requirements cannot be met within 'rr nrrs:ing solution space (intersection C), however it has been --::^at a high configuration abortion rate (CA) [19] Cancellation rate (COCR) [18] and Customer Order change rate after purchase (COCRAP) [18] . ln other cases, customers will not realize that the configured product does not meet requirements, until it is received. ln this case the customer may return the product which could be found as Customers Return Rate metric (RTR) [20] or complain (indicated by Customers Complaints Rate metric (COR) [19] ). Also repurchase rates (RR) [20] The optimality of a solution space can be described by defining two sets of products: 1) the different products offered by a mass customisation company, defined as the set SS (Solution Space) [16] and 2) the variety of products which are demanded by the customers, defined as the set CDV (Customer demanded variety) [16] . As illustrated in Figure 2 , the intersection of the two sets will represent the products offered by the mass customisaiion company which correspond to products demanded by customers. The intersection of the two sets (AnE) thus represents the products thal customers may buy, given they are able to find and configure the products and willing to pay the required sales price.
The metrics for assessing a company's solution space as well as their solution space development capabilities need to reflect the requirements described above. The metrics are divided in five categories depending on what they are intended to measure. These categories are shown in Figure 3 and [16] .
Obviously, this metric should be as low as possible, and will indicate how well a company is able to develop only configuration choices which are beneficial. Furthermore we propose a metric for the skewness of the distribution of profitability (CVPS) [16] . A positive skew will indicate that a few configuration variables are very profitable, whereas a negative skew would indicate that a number of configuration variables contribute significantly to a lower profitability.
The utilization category addresses how well the solution space is uiilized by the customers, i.e. how much variety is offered vs. how much does actually make sense compared to the customers' requirements. This is what the metric defined by Piller [20] (referenced from [19] Mean Configuration Variable Utilization Percentage (MCVUP) [16] and Configuration Variable Utilization Percentage Variance (CVUPV) [16] . These The metric Repurchase rate (RR) [20] The modules commonality metric (MCM) [19] is a measure of ho* many modules are common to all variants relative to the tota number of different modules. Generally a higher module commonality will indicate more efficient product architecture, since higher commonality will usually imply lower manufacturing anc development costs. A metric for parts commonality (PC) [19] 
